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(54) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DATA AUGMENTATION USING SIMULATED CONTRASTS

(57) The present invention concerns a method (100)
and a system (200) for automatically generating a training
dataset for medical image analysis, the method compris-
ing:
- acquiring (101) at least one quantitative map of a bio-
logical object;
- storing (102) in a memory each acquired quantitative
map;
- generating (103) a training dataset comprising simulat-

ed images of the biological object and for each simulated
image, a corresponding label information;
- storing (104) the training dataset;
the method being characterized in that the image contrast
of each simulated image is computed/synthetized from
one or more of said acquired quantitative maps, wherein
a processing unit uses a predefined physical model for
automatically computing/synthetizing the simulated im-
ages.
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Description

[0001] The present disclosure is directed, in general, to imaging techniques for medical image analysis of biological
objects, like tissues, and more specifically to image denoising, recognition, segmentation and classification techniques
in the medical domain, for instance in the field of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). More specifically, the present
invention is related to data augmentation within the field of machine learning algorithms used for medical image analysis.
[0002] Many recent techniques in image denoising, recognition, segmentation and classification are based on deep
neural networks, i.e. neural networks with (typically) many hidden layers. Following the corresponding "deep learning"
paradigm, these networks have to be trained on large amounts of data - resulting also in the need to learn a large number
of parameters which come with these deep network architectures (often several hundred thousand to tens or hundreds
of millions of parameters). Consequently, many different instances (examples) of data to learn from have to be available
in a labelled form; that is, the input training data has to be provided with the expected output to be presented to the
network in its training phase. This is commonly applied in computer vision, where large amounts of labelled image data
are available. As a simple example, one has easy access to millions of labelled cat images, i.e. images showing cats
with the additional information "cat"/"no cat" (label); on these kinds of input data, a neural network can - nowadays pretty
straightforwardly - be trained to identify a cat in an previously unseen image (in other words classify images in "contains
cat" and "does not contain cat" classes).
[0003] In the medical imaging domain, however, much smaller amounts of labelled data are typically available. A
common problem class in this domain is for instance image segmentation, i.e. to label parts of the medical image as
belonging to a certain anatomical structure in a given organ or to a particular pathology (tumor, lesion, etc.). A very
classical example for this use case would be to segment a brain image in its grey and white matter parts. In order to do
so using a neural network, large amounts of already segmented brain images have to be presented to the network during
the training phase. However, since these kinds of training data (the labels, to be more exact) are typically generated
manually, very few data are actually available for training.
[0004] A paradigm which is often used to overcome the lack of training data in the medical image domain is "data
augmentation". This is, changing existing labelled data in a way that it can be used as new training information. A very
simple way of augmenting medical imaging data would be e.g. to translate or rotate the image (and if applicable, the
corresponding label with it). Another classical approach to data augmentation is to apply certain changes to the image
intensities to produce "new" labelled data, for example adding noise with different characteristics/strengths, to blur the
image and/or to occlude part of the image. Many more, and more sophisticated data augmentation techniques have
been proposed for different problems and domains, although most commonly the augmentation approaches applied are
not specific to medical images, being directly adopted from practices in 2D computer vision. More recently, deformation-
based augmentation techniques specific to medical imaging have been tested with good performance (see for instance
Orbes Arteaga et al., PADDIT: Probabilistic Augmentation of Data using Diffeomorphic Image Transformation, abstract
at SPIE medical imaging 2019). Another recent trend is to use high-capacity data-driven generative models such as
generative adversarial networks (GANs) to create synthetic brain images, either from random noise, from existing brain
images (possibly acquired with different sequences), or both.
[0005] It is an objective of the present invention to propose a method and a system for automatically generating training
datasets for improving medical image analysis by means of a machine learning model, wherein the generated training
datasets present a high degree of variability (high number of uncorrelated data) allowing for an efficient and complete
training of the machine learning model while keeping the generated data as "real" as possible.
[0006] Said objective is achieved according to the present invention by a method and a system for automatically
generating training datasets for training a machine learning model of a medical imaging system used for medical image
analysis according to the object of the independent claims. Dependent claims present further advantages of the invention.
[0007] The present invention proposes a method for automatically generating training datasets for medical image
analysis by means of a machine learning model comprising a machine learning algorithm, said method comprising:

- acquiring a quantitative map of a biological object. By quantitative map it has to be understood an image of the
biological object comprising pixels or voxels, wherein each pixel or voxel value is a quantitative value (i.e. a numerical
value) representing a measure of at least one tissue characteristic/property of the biological object. Said quantitative
map is preferentially acquired by means of, or from, an imaging system using a physical measurement procedure,
wherein intensity and/or contrast variations within the quantitative map (i.e. the variations of said quantitative values
of the pixels or voxels within the quantitative map) represent quantitative variations of said at least one tissue
characteristic/property of the biological object. By "characteristic/property" it has to be understood any measurable
or quantifiable property or characteristic of a tissue of the biological object;

- storing in a memory each acquired quantitative map;
- generating a training dataset comprising simulated images (also called synthetic images) of the biological object

and for each simulated image, a corresponding label information;
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- storing the training dataset in the memory;
the method being characterized in that the image contrast of each simulated image is computed/synthetized from
one or more of said acquired quantitative maps and for at least one, preferentially each, of the acquired quantitative
maps used for computing/synthetizing one or several simulated images, a label information is determined and used
for deriving said corresponding label information for said one or several simulated images, e.g. for each of said
simulated images, wherein a processing unit uses a predefined physical model for automatically computing/synthe-
tizing the one or several simulated images from

- the quantitative values of the pixels or voxels of the acquired quantitative map(s) used for computing/synthetizing
said one or several simulated images, and

- from at least one tunable simulation parameter, wherein said quantitative values and the tunable simulation
parameter(s) are used as input in said predefined physical model and said one or several simulated images
are generated by automatically tuning the tunable simulation parameter(s) so that one or several values of the
tunable simulation parameter(s) are automatically inputted by the processing unit in the predefined physical
model for computing/synthetizing said one or several simulated images.

[0008] According to the present invention, the one or several values of each tunable simulation parameter might be
values that are predefined and stored in the memory, or values that are calculated by the processing unit according to
a predefined calculation process stored for instance within the processing unit. According to the present invention, the
processing unit is notably configured for automatically creating or deriving the corresponding label information for each
simulated image from the label information determined for at least one of the acquired quantitative maps used for
synthetizing/computing the simulated image. Said label information determined, for instance by the processing unit, for
at least one of the acquired quantitative maps used to compute/synthetize the simulated image might be stored in the
memory for said used quantitative map. The label information is configured for identifying a part within the quantitative
map that belongs to an anatomical structure within the object or to a particular pathology with respect to the object. In
particular, the acquired quantitative map might be directly labelled with said label information, or a derived image derived
from the acquired quantitative map and comprising said label information might be determined by the processing unit
and used as label information with respect to the quantitative map. The derived image is an image computed from the
quantitative map and which enables for instance an easier labelling compared to a determination of a label performed
directly on the quantitative map, while the derived image and the quantitative map still represent a same space. A derived
image can be one of the simulated images obtained from computing the predefined physical model when using a set of
tunable simulation parameters, said derived image becoming then automatically or manually labelled and being then
used by the processing unit for automatically labelling all other simulated images obtained using the predefined physical
model with other sets of tunable simulation parameters. The labelling of the quantitative map is preferentially carried out
automatically by the processing unit, but might also be carried out at least in part manually. According to the present
invention, a quantitative map or the derived image is preferentially labelled by a mask (i.e. a mask is automatically
created by the processing unit from the quantitative map or from the derived image and then used by the processing
unit for distinguishing one or several parts of the pixels or voxels of the quantitative map/derived image, each of said
parts belonging for instance to an anatomical structure within the object or to a particular pathology with respect to the
object and being labelled accordingly) or by a whole image label (i.e. the whole quantitative map or derived image is
labelled or classified by the processing unit as belonging to an anatomical structure or particular pathology, e.g. "Alzhe-
imer", "MS", or "broken bone", "normal bone" or similar. In the case of MRI, tunable simulation parameters are for instance
sequence parameters like inversion time TI, repetition time TR, echo time TE.
[0009] The present invention proposes also a system for automatically generating a training dataset for medical image
analysis by means of a machine learning model comprising a machine learning algorithm, the system comprising:

- optionally, an imaging system, like an MRI system or an X-ray imaging system, configured for acquiring by means
of a physical measurement procedure a quantitative map of a biological object, wherein each quantitative map pixel
or voxel value is a quantitative value representing a measure of at least one tissue characteristic/property of the
biological object;

- an interface configured for enabling a processing unit to acquire the previously acquired quantitative maps;
- a memory for storing each quantitative map acquired by the processing unit, and for each acquired quantitative

map, a label information;
- said processing unit configured for automatically generating a training dataset comprising simulated images of the

biological object and for each simulated image a corresponding label information. Preferentially, the processing unit
is configured for storing the training dataset in the memory. According to a preferred embodiment, the processing
unit is further configured for automatically labelling one or several, preferentially each, quantitative maps acquired
via said interface, and for storing for each of the labelled quantitative maps said label information. In particular, if
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the imaging system is not part of the claimed system, then the processing unit of the claimed system might be
configured for collecting, from an imaging system or a database, the quantitative map(s) of the biological object
through said interface;

characterized in that the processing unit is configured for automatically computing/synthetizing the image contrast of
each simulated image from one or more, preferentially each, of said acquired quantitative maps, wherein the processing
unit is configured for using a predefined physical model for automatically computing/synthetizing the simulated images
from

- the quantitative values of the pixels or voxels of the acquired quantitative map(s) used for computing/synthetizing
the simulated image; and

- from at least one tunable simulation parameter,

wherein said quantitative values and the tunable simulation parameter(s) are used as input in said predefined physical
model and several simulated images are generated by the processing unit by automatically tuning the tunable simulation
parameter(s), the processing unit being further configured for automatically creating or deriving the corresponding label
information for each simulated image from the label information of the acquired quantitative map. According to the
present invention, by tuning the tunable simulation parameters in the predefined physical model, i.e. by automatically
inputting in the predefined physical model one or several values for at least one of said tunable simulation parameters,
the processing unit is able to automatically generate several simulated images from a same set of quantitative maps.
Advantageously, it can therefore use the label information of few quantitative maps, e.g. one or two quantitative maps
for deriving the corresponding label information of several simulated images.
[0010] The obtained simulated images according to the present invention are realistic images representing the bio-
logical object, wherein quantitative variations of the contrast within each simulated image is obtained from real images
(i.e. said quantitative maps) through said predefined physical model.
[0011] According to the present invention, the claimed system might be further configured for using the generated
training dataset for training a machine learning algorithm of the machine learning model, wherein the simulated images
are typically used as inputs in the machine learning algorithm and the corresponding label information as desired output.
Preferentially, the trained machine learning algorithm is then used by the system according to the invention for analyzing,
preferentially automatically, real images acquired, e.g. by the claimed imaging system, from other real biological objects.
[0012] The foregoing has outlined rather broadly the features and technical advantages of the present disclosure so
that those skilled in the art may better understand the detailed description that follows. In particular, the present invention
enables a simple and fast generation of simulated data (i.e. said simulated images) that can be used for training a
machine learning algorithm. It is a new way for data augmentation that presents numerous advantages compared to
existing techniques, notably because it is based on a "true" physical model, i.e. it enables to create simulated images
that resemble real data closely.
[0013] Additional features and advantages of the disclosure will be described hereinafter that form the object of the
claims. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that they may readily use the concept and the specific embodiment
disclosed as a basis for modifying or designing other structures for carrying out the same purposes of the present
disclosure. Those skilled in the art will also realize that such equivalent constructions do not depart from the spirit and
scope of the disclosure in its broadest form.
[0014] For a more complete understanding of the present disclosure, and the advantages thereof, reference is now
made to the following descriptions taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein like numbers designate
like objects, and in which:

Figure 1 illustrates a flowchart of a method for automatically generating training datasets according to the invention;

Figure 2 illustrates a system for implementing the claimed method;

Figures 3 and 4 show different simulated images obtained according to the present invention.

[0015] Figures 1 to 4, discussed below, and the various embodiments used to describe the principles of the present
disclosure in this patent document are by way of illustration only and should not be construed in any way to limit the
scope of the disclosure. Those skilled in the art will understand that the principles of the present disclosure may be
implemented in any suitably arranged device. The numerous innovative teachings of the present application will be
described with reference to exemplary non-limiting embodiments.
[0016] We will now describe in more details the method according to the invention through Figure 1 which describes
the different steps of the method 100 carried out by the system according to the invention for automatically generating
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a training dataset.
[0017] At step 101, the system according to the invention acquires a real image of a biological object, like a brain. By
real image it has to be understood a quantitative map of said biological object, wherein the quantitative map provides
quantitative values regarding one or several tissue characteristics of the biological object. Said real image might be
acquired by an imaging system part of the claimed system, or from an imaging system or database not part of the claimed
system but to which the claimed system might be connected to through an interface for collecting/acquiring one or several
real images. A typical example of imaging system is for instance an MRI system. According to the present invention,
each quantitative map (or real image) according to the invention is acquired by carrying out a physical measurement
procedure. According to a preferred embodiment, a processing unit might be connected to an imaging system via a
dedicated interface in order to collect quantitative maps previously acquired by said imaging system.
[0018] While the present invention is particularly suited for MRI, it is not restricted to this specific field of technology
and can apply to any imaging system and/or techniques wherein a predefined physical model might be used for syn-
thetizing an image contrast from the acquired quantitative map(s) and one or several tunable simulation parameters.
[0019] In CT, for example, X-rays attenuated by the imaged object are sampled and reconstructed to tomographic
images. In MRI, the spin resonance effect is used to sample the imaging data, here in the spatial frequency domain,
and then reconstructed using corresponding methods. According to the present invention, the physical measurement
procedure has to give rise to a real image wherein variations of the intensity and/or contrast represent variations of a
biological (tissue) characteristic and are a function of the imaging parameters used for acquiring the real image by means
of said physical measurement procedure. For instance, in X-ray imaging, variation of contrast and intensity is related to
a physical attenuation factor (measured in Hounsfield units); in ultrasound imaging, the intensity also reflects a certain
attenuation, but on a relative scale. In MRI, relaxation parameters in conjunction with the chosen acquisition technique
and other residual factors determine the resulting image contrast.
[0020] At step 102, one or several quantitative maps of the biological object are stored by the processing unit in a
memory of the system according to the invention. Preferentially, label information is stored for each quantitative map
that has been acquired. Preferentially, and additionally, for each stored quantitative map, the system stores an information
about the physical measurement procedure used for the quantitative map acquisition, as well as values of the imaging
parameters that have been used for acquiring said quantitative map. Preferentially, said information and/or said values
might be used in the predefined physical model. The label information might be automatically determined by the process-
ing unit using known methods. Optionally, label information might be entered in the system according to the invention
by a user for one or several quantitative maps.
[0021] At step 103, the processing unit of the system according to the invention generates a training dataset comprising
several simulated images of the biological object, and for each simulated image a corresponding label information.
According to the present invention, the system automatically inputs one or several quantitative maps Qi, and one or
several tunable simulation parameters Pi into the predefined physical model which is configured for providing a known
theoretical relation f between the quantitative maps Qi, the tunable simulation parameter(s) Pi, and a simulated contrast
S of the simulated image: S = f(Qi, Pi). An intensity in the obtained simulated image S represents therefore a conjunction
of the predefined physical model f and the one or more quantitative maps Qi used to generate it. Typically, the predefined
physical model is evaluated
with measured/quantitative values of one or several tissue characteristic(s) of the biological object (e.g. one or several
values for the following biological object characteristic in case of MRI: longitudinal relaxation T1, transverse relaxation
T2, and/or proton density PD) that correspond to pixel/voxel values of the quantitative map(s)
for a given set of tunable simulation parameters (e.g. one or several of the following sequence parameters in case of
MRI: inversion time TI, repetition time TR, echo time TE). Finally, label information that has been stored together with
one or several, preferentially each, acquired quantitative map is used for automatically generating said corresponding
label information for each simulated image.
[0022] In MRI, for example, a first quantitative map Q1 might be a measurement of one of the two main relaxation
parameters (T1 and T2) and a second quantitative map Q2 might be a measurement of the proton density (PD) for a
biological object, like an organ. The quantitative maps Q1 and Q2 might be used to generate several simulated images
S = f(Q1, Q2, Pi) comprising artificial contrasts based on the relaxation parameter quantitative maps Q1, Q2 (i.e. spatial
quantitative maps depicting the corresponding physical parameter at a given location in the organ) by tuning the tunable
simulation parameter Pi, i.e. by automatically changing in the predefined physical model the values of the tunable
simulation parameter Pi, so that each simulated image is obtained from the same set of quantitative maps, but with a
different value for at least one of the tunable simulation parameters. For instance, based on a measurement of PD and
T2 (i.e. quantitative maps acquired for PD and T2 holding the corresponding value at position pos), a simulated T2-
weighed image with, as simulation parameter Pi, a virtual echo time TE, i.e. Pi=TE, can be generated through the
following predefined physical model computing simulated image S as a function of Q1, Q2, and TE, i.e. S = f(Q1, Q2, TE) : 
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for every voxel at position pos, wherein PD(pos) is the value of PD at position pos within the quantitative map Q2 and
T2(pos) is the value of T2 within the quantitative map Q1 at position pos. An example of two simulated contrasts is
shown in Figure 3 (along with a corresponding T2 map). Similar formulas might be used for simulating T1-weighted
images and others. An example of a series of simulated T1-contrasts based on a single PD and T1 map measurement
is notably given in Figure 4. The obtained simulated images are then used for creating a training dataset for a machine
learning algorithm.
[0023] At step 104, the training dataset comprising the simulated images and for each simulated image said corre-
sponding label information is stored. Preferentially, said training dataset might be used by the system according to the
invention for training a neural network to process medical images.
[0024] Advantageously, the simulated images obtained according to the present invention resemble real images much
more than if contrasts and/or intensities of an existing image were just warped in a more or less random fashion. In the
example provided through Eq. 1, many simulated T2-weighted images might be generated and fed to a neural network,
making it therefore possible to create many training data based on only two quantitative maps (PD and T2).
[0025] Additionally, the present invention comprises automatically or manually labelling the quantitative map. In par-
ticular, labelling according to the present invention might include segmenting and/or marking the acquired quantitative
map. Known techniques for labelling the quantitative maps might be used. According to the present invention, the label
information might be associated to the whole quantitative map (i.e. all pixels or voxels of the quantitative map are
associated to the same label - usually called whole image label) or for a part of the quantitative map (i.e. the label
information distinguishes some pixels or voxels of the quantitative map from other pixels or voxels of the quantitative
map). The same applies to the derived image. In order to obtain the derived image, the processing unit is configured for
automatically deriving an image from the acquired quantitative map and for automatically labelling the derived image so
that the derived image comprises said label information and is used by the processing unit as label information for the
corresponding quantitative map. The resulting label information is preferentially used by the processing unit according
to the invention to automatically identify one or several pixels or voxels within the quantitative map that indicate for
instance a specific tissue characteristic/property/structure or a pathology. In particular, the processing unit is configured
for automatically creating a mask comprising only said one or several identified pixels or voxels that enable to distinguish
one or several parts of the quantitative map (or derived image) from other parts of said quantitative map (or derived
image). A single mask can comprise a plurality of labels, i.e. different label information, if different sets of pixels or voxels
have been identified as belonging to different anatomical structures of the biological object or to different pathologies.
The mask according to the invention is a quantitative map mask comprising therefore the label information which has
been determined for the quantitative map. Said mask is preferably used by the processing unit for automatically labelling
and/or segmenting and/or marking all generated simulated images that are computed from the quantitative map from
which the mask has been created. Typically, the processing unit is configured for applying the mask to the simulated
image in order to identify within the simulated image pixels or voxels matching with the mask. This enables the processing
unit to distinguish pixels or voxels of the simulated image that match or not with the mask and to automatically label
accordingly the identified pixels or voxels. A first advantage of the present invention is for instance that a label information
has to be generated only for the acquired quantitative maps used in the predefined physical model, and preferentially
for instance for only one of the quantitative maps used in the predefined physical model, and not for the simulated
images, since the processing unit is configured for using the label information of the quantitative map for automatically
labelling the simulated images, using for instance the previously created quantitative map mask. For instance, in the
example of Fig. 3, lesions could be manually marked (using a label) on PD and T2 quantitative maps for automatically
creating a lesion mask by means of the processing system. Such a lesion mask is then used for all simulated contrast
images obtained through Eq. 1, enabling to significantly increase the amount of training data. A second advantage
compared to existing data augmentation techniques is that the predefined physical model used according to the present
invention is preferentially non-linear. Consequently, the simulated image is not generated by a linear combination of
existing images, or affine transforms as commonly used in image data augmentation. Consequently, the obtained sim-
ulated images according to the present invention increase the amount of new information at disposal for training the
machine learning model, e.g. a neural network, which is advantageous for the training phase.
[0026] The imaging technique used for obtaining the quantitative map is no limiting. It could be quantitative maps
obtained by means of MRI or based on another imaging technique. For instance, the present invention might be used
for generating a training dataset based on a Computed Tomography (CT) quantitative map given in Hounsfield units, or
based on a quantitative ultrasound map (e.g. stiffness map or similar). Optionally, the simulated images could even be
generated from previously obtained artificial/simulated quantitative maps whose pixel or voxel values represent simulated
values for one or several tissue characteristics of the biological object instead of using the real images obtained for the
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real biological object. The method according to the invention may comprise for instance generating an artificial quantitative
map of a biological object like a virtual brain, and then generating, several simulated brain images according to the
previously described method steps.
[0027] Figure 2 illustrates a system 200 for automatically generating training datasets for medical image analysis, for
instance by means of a machine learning algorithm. The system 200 comprises:

- optionally, an imaging system 201, for acquiring one or several quantitative maps 222 of a biological object, wherein
contrast/intensity variations within the maps represent variations of one or several tissue characteristics at some
spatial locations within the biological object;

- an interface 202 for enabling a processing unit 204 to collect at least one, or each acquired quantitative map, wherein
the interface 202 might also be used by the processing unit 204 for acquiring label information for each of the
collected quantitative maps;

- a memory 203 for storing each collected quantitative map, and optionally, its corresponding label information if
acquired through the interface 202;

- the processing unit 204, typically a processor or controller, configured for generating a training dataset comprising
simulated images of the biological object and for each simulated image, a corresponding label information, the
processing unit 204 being further configured for storing the training dataset in the memory 203. Optionally, the label
information might be determined automatically by the processing unit 204 for one or several quantitative maps,
preferentially for at least one or only one of the quantitative maps used in the predefined physical model, and
automatically stored by processing unit 204 in the memory 203 for and in association with each quantitative map
for which the label information has been determined.

[0028] The system 200 according to the invention is characterized in that it uses the acquired quantitative maps as
input in a predefined physical model that is configured for modeling a physical and real relation between the quantitative
map(s), the tunable simulation parameter(s), and an intensity of the simulated image.
[0029] Advantageously, the present invention makes it possible to easily and cheaply generate large amounts of
training data using at starting point measured data coming from said quantitative maps. The claimed method creates
then simulated images that are used in a training dataset as it was real acquisitions of quantitative maps. The label
information automatically generated and associated to each of said simulated images enables an identification within
the simulated image of a specific structure/property/pathology that is used for training the machine learning model.
Indeed, each simulated image together with its associated label information is used to populate the training dataset.
Such generation of a training dataset is far much cheaper than prior techniques requiring an acquisition of additional
quantitative maps as training data. In contrast to traditional data augmentation techniques, the simulated/synthetic
images have the advantage that they are based on a true physical model, i.e. the simulations (i.e. computing said
predefined physical model) will result in images which resemble real data closely.
[0030] Another important difference of the proposed idea compared to existing data augmentation techniques which
are based on a change of the contrast/noise characteristics of an acquired image is that, depending on the predefined
physical model used to synthesize the simulated images, the generation can be highly non-linear. Since neural networks
usually easily learn linear relations, the present invention proposes to create training dataset of synthetic images that
do not exhibit a linear relationship, and which have therefore and advantageously a higher "information content": in other
words, compared to existing techniques, a neural network will learn more information from the training dataset obtained
according to the present invention than from another dataset artificially augmented.

Claims

1. A method (100) for automatically generating a training dataset for medical image analysis by means of a machine
learning model, the method comprising:

- acquiring (101) at least one quantitative map of a biological object;
- storing (102) in a memory each acquired quantitative map;
- generating (103) a training dataset comprising simulated images of the biological object and for each simulated
image, a corresponding label information;
- storing (104) the training dataset;

the method being characterized in that the image contrast of each simulated image is computed/synthetized from
one or more of said acquired quantitative maps and for at least one, preferentially each, of the acquired quantitative
maps used for computing/synthetizing the simulated images, a label information is determined and used for deriving
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said corresponding label information.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein a processing unit uses a predefined physical model for automatically computing/syn-
thetizing the simulated images from

- quantitative values of pixels or voxels of said one or more acquired quantitative maps used for computing/syn-
thetizing the simulated images, and
- from at least one tunable simulation parameter,

wherein said quantitative values and the tunable simulation parameter(s) are used as input in said predefined
physical model and the simulated images are generated by automatically tuning the tunable simulation parameter(s).

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein one or several values of the tunable simulation parameter(s) are auto-
matically inputted by the processing unit in the predefined physical model for computing/synthetizing the simulated
images.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein, the one or several values of each tunable simulation parameter are either
values predefined in the memory or values calculated by the processing unit according to a predefined calculation
process.

5. The method according to one of the claims 1 to 4, comprising automatically labelling the acquired quantitative map
or a derived image with the label information.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the quantitative map or the derived image is labelled by a mask or by a
whole image label.

7. The method according to one of the claims 1 to 6, comprising using the generating training dataset for training the
machine learning model, wherein the simulated images are used as input in the machine learning model and the
label information as desired outputs of the machine learning model.

8. The method according to claim 7, comprising using the trained machine learning model for automatically analyzing
real medical images acquired for another biological object by the imaging system.

9. The method according to one of the claims 1 to 8, wherein the predefined physical model is non-linear.

10. System (200) for automatically generating a training dataset for medical image analysis by means of a machine
learning model, the system comprising:

- optionally, an imaging system (201) for acquiring a quantitative map of a biological object;
- an interface (202) for enabling a transmission of the acquired quantitative map to a processing unit;
- a memory (203) for storing each quantitative map received by the processing unit from the imaging system;
- the processing unit (204) configured for automatically generating a training dataset comprising simulated
images of the biological object and, for each simulated image, a corresponding label information;

wherein the processing unit (204) is configured for computing/synthetizing the image contrast of each simulated
image from one or more of said acquired quantitative maps, the processing unit being further configured for auto-
matically creating or deriving the corresponding label information for each simulated image from a label information
determined for at least one of the acquired quantitative map used in the predefined physical model for comput-
ing/synthetizing the simulated images.

11. System (200) according to claim 10, wherein the processing unit (204) is configured for using a predefined physical
model for automatically computing/synthetizing the simulated images from

- the quantitative values of the pixels or voxels of said one or more acquired quantitative maps, and
- from at least one tunable simulation parameter,

wherein said quantitative values and the tunable simulation parameter(s) are used as input in said predefined
physical model and the simulated images are generated by automatically tuning the tunable simulation parameter(s).
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12. System (200) according to claim 11, wherein the processing unit is further configured for automatically inputting in
the predefined physical model one or several values for at least one of said tunable simulation parameters in order
to automatically generate several simulated images from a same set of quantitative maps.

13. System (200) according to claim 12, wherein the one or several values of each tunable simulation parameter are
either values predefined in the memory or values calculated by the processing unit according to a predefined
calculation process.

14. System (200) according to one of the claims 10 to 13, wherein the processing unit is configured for automatically
labelling the quantitative map or a derived image by a mask or by a whole image label.

15. System (200) according to claim 14, wherein the processing unit is configured for automatically creating the mask
from the quantitative map or from the derived image and applying said mask to each simulated image comput-
ed/synthetized from said quantitative map in order to automatically determine said corresponding label information.
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